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Falling Forests
Can We Do Better?
BY BILL ZUK

Bill Zuk is Emeritus Professor in
art education at the University
of Victoria. A multimedia artist,
creating prints, sculpture and
film, he shares his ideas and
concerns about the need for
care and protection of forest
environments.

“Every day I hear the
crash of trees ringing
in my ears as ancient,
old growth forests
disappear forever.”

What is the beauty of a tree? A forest?
Is it a blanket of shade and green? Tall
timbers stretching into an endless sky?
Or the gnarled branches of an ancient
oak that twists and turns with flowing
ease? The allure and beauty of trees and
forests deserve our care and protection.
How can we measure the beauty and
bounty of a forest? Do we need to adjust
our attitudes and redefine our priorities
when we think of forests and the way
they are treated? It is challenging to
determine the value of a forest when
it involves such intangibles as beauty,
protection of wildlife habitats, health
benefits such as air and water quality,
respect for Indigenous land rights, and
of course, economic benefits. These
challenges exist around the world, from
Siberian boreal forests, to the rain forests
of North America, to the jungles of the
Amazon basin, equatorial Africa and
Southeast Asia.
We need to revise our thinking about
the way we treat forests and we must
examine the balance between economic,
social, and environmental objectives.
There needs to be more consultation
with the public and Indigenous people
about the welfare, protection and
restoration of forests seriously affected
by climate change and global warming,
especially with respect to destructive
forces including: insect infestations,
drought, flooding, wildfires, and other
factors.

Our forests are being rapidly depleted
as a result of so called natural forces and
economic demands. We need to listen
to the voices of Indigenous people and
incorporate ecological practices that recognize the dangers of wasteful/harmful
practices such as clear cut logging. In
British Columbia, we recognize the
harm done through forestry practices
that result in landslides, silting of rivers,
streams and beaches, and disruptions of
fish spawning. And the consequences
reach further to wildlife such as wolves
and bears that depend on salmon for
survival. We need to protect forests and
biodiversity.
What are some things that will make
us think and feel more deeply and
passionately about how we treat forests?
The ultimate goal in ‘Falling Forests’ is to
make the world a more habitable place
by inspiring a ‘forestry of thinking’ that
leads to a ‘forestry of actions’.
Cultivating Activism
The continued logging of majestic, old
growth forests in British Columbia is
a tragic loss of ancient heritage and a
tragic loss to future generations. A way
to counter these tragic events includes
bringing together stories, creative
imagery, and film to raise awareness
about changes to current forestry practices. Art education should be poised to
engage in making a difference about the
quality of the natural environment.
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STORYBOARD AND FILM

In telling a story, the storyboard is an important organizational tool. It assists with
the development of narratives, sequencing ideas, preparing voice rehearsals, creating
soundtracks, and engaging animation. This integration brings visual art and script
together in raising questions, offering responses, and developing insights about
environmental issues concerning ‘falling forests’.
Prologue

I hearThe cry
Of the ancient
forest
And the cry
Of the lonely tree
It beckons
For protection
It beckons
To you
And me.

SCRIPT AND FILM COMMENTARY
The script opens with a poetic narrative and comments that
provide an interpretation of imagery. These focus on compositional design qualities and questions to provoke emotional and
critical responses.

I apologize
For the vanishing
Forests
That graced
Your rolling hills
And mountain tops.
We are introduced to a landscape of ‘utter destruction’. Hill
after hill, and valley after valley have been desecrated by the
‘kill’ of lumber machinery.
Graduated blues and patterned textures of downed trees
punctuate the somber scene. In the distance, a pale sun casts its
glow on the splinters and slash piles of bald hills and skeleton
timbers. Why has the landscape been altered so drastically?
Are there ways to change ‘forestry practices of destruction?’

Right: Clear Cut
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That kept
Streams
Flowing
And valleys
Dressed in every
colour of green.
We are transported to a verdant scene
of grasses, and a mid ground with a
small, isolated tree. A misty mountain
appears in the distance. In another scene
we encounter ‘the depths of the forest’,
a sanctuary ringed by a moon, silent,
undisturbed. Growth is lush; wildlife is
abundant.

I apologize
For cutting
The giant trees
That swayed
In gentle winds
And swirled
In raging storms.

An abstract scene of verticals and
horizontals reveals an outline of trees
with materials hurtling through space
in a palette of colours: misty blues, dull
oranges, deep blacks, and smoky greys.
The area is filled with the flying debris
in a raging storm. However, the scene
also contains few trees of any size or
consequence. One might ask: ”Where
are the giant trees? Where is the ancient
old growth forest?
Images This Page, Top to Bottom:
Nearing The Valley Of The Forest
In The Depths Of The Forest
Blowin’ In The Wind
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I apologize
For the chopped
And crumbled
limbs
That cradled
Nesting birds
And sheltered
Bees
And bugs
And butterflies.
The bold colours of large tree trunks
lean across the picture plane in asymmetrical diagonals. In the background,
vertical rainbow hues clutch tiny
coniferous trees, symbols of protection
and rebirth. The scene is one of contrasts
when we realize rebirth is only a rainbow
dream while trees are ripped from their
roots, stripped of every leaf and limb, cut
into slabs and blocks.

I apologize
For the saws
That ripped
Your bark
And belly
Laid your body
Bare
In piles
And long
processions.

Images This Page, Top to
Bottom:
Falling In The Rainbow Forest
Buzz Saw

This is a scene of altering bright and
dark shapes. The emphasis is on sharp
angles moving up and down, sideways,
back and forth in rhythmic zigzag
patterns. There is no escape from the
rows of ‘deadly teeth’ whining and
whirring, hungrily waiting to ‘slice and
slab’. The scene moves on to endless rows
and piles, rivaling the longest funeral
procession imaginable.

I apologize
For the smoke
And stench
And grime
That choked the
air
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In a vertical nightscape that is deceptively calm and beautiful,
we are confronted with shifting blues, mottled browns and
glowing edges of green. Trees and branches illuminate the
darkness. The scene fills with wafting, acrid smoke. The smell
of grease and grime hangs in the air, penetrating nostrils,
choking our lungs. One might ask: “Are there any places left
for breathing”?

The noise
That broke
The silence
Chased
Away the bears
And other beasts.
Silence turns into loud piercing noises. Rumbling wheels,
clanking metal, and high-pitched, screaming saws traumatize
creatures. Birds flee to ‘silent sanctuaries’ and animals rush to

caves and dens. Hidden in the multi-coloured landscape is the
outline of bears on salmon spawning grounds. They listen to
the distant commotion of logging. We speculate: “Will they
flee? And where will they go”?

That cut roads
Across your back
With deep scars
Of rock
And rubble
Of mud
And mess
The machines push deep into the forests, crisscrossing the
landscape, leaving stumps, deep ruts, and overturned boulders
in their path. The rubble of mud and mess is punctuated by a
small, silhouetted tree and a waning sun surrounded by deep,
dark blue. The question arises: “Is anything being done to
protect the natural environment?”
Images This Page, Top to Bottom:
In Awe Of The Night
Bears Feed On Fish
One Tree Many Stumps
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I apologize
Because
I know
We can
Do better.

Apologies should be made for the way forests are badly treated
around the world. We apologize for burning, clear cutting and
leaving forest lands ‘barren as a moonscape’. Our only recourse
may be an escape into the imagination.
In a cosmic scene of deep swirling reds and blues, we see a tree
perched among the stars, having risen to ‘star status’. Perhaps
this sky scene of the imagination will inspire us to care and
conserve forests.

We can
Do better
Than cutting
Like there’s
No tomorrow.
The devastation of trees and forests continues unabated.
Diverse blocks of colourful horizontal and vertical shapes are
carefully arranged in a Golden Mean with geometric, undulating gradations representing wood grain, sky, and the planar
surfaces of newly sawn logs. In another scene, we are reminded
about the exquisite beauty of our natural surroundings and
acknowledge it could be reduced to icy landscapes and orphan
trees in the future.

We can
Do better
Than sucking
Riches
From your veins
Fracking
And attacking
Your soul
And very being.

Images This Page, Top to Bottom:
A Tree For The Cosmos
A Scene Of Sawn Logs
Orphan
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How tragic to have our lives shattered and broken? What
is more disheartening than a forest landscape pillaged for
its riches, left crushed and splintered? In a scene of densely
slanted blues and broken patterns of layered, mottled black
and grey, the remains of a forest are on display. Their fractures,
scrapes and bruises require all the ‘First Aid’ we can offer.

We can
Do better
Than running
Pipes
Through your mountains
Meadows
And over
Your waterways.
Images This
Page, Top to
Bottom:
Broken And
Shattered,
Disconnected,
Ship

Apologies continue as we become ever more disconnected
from the natural world. Long, snaking pipelines plunge across
mountain meadows and over sacred waterways in a pattern of
textured, geometric shapes. These patterns are colourful and
angular but out of step with the roundness of the hills and
the smooth flow of verdant valleys. How can we forge a closer
connection with the natural world? How can harmony be
established?

Or floating
Fossil fuels
Over your waters
In the storms
Of the Salish Seas.
A ship is caught in a violent storm of towering blues and
violent reds. It lurches, rocks and pitches in the force of deadly
hurricane waves that attempt to pierce its hull and scatter its
cargo into the sea. We are well aware of the tumultuous fury
of the Salish Sea in storm season. Who is listening to stories
about the graveyard of ships and rusting hulks thrown on
rocks and washed upon sandy beaches? Who will hear the
pleas about ensuring environmental safety in the Salish Sea?

We can
Do better
Than feeding
Our greed
Ahead
Of need
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Do we place greed ahead of need? Long, branching
driftwood divides the picture plane as it drifts
aimlessly on the sea. This ‘floating’ is a metaphor
for indecision. In another scene a chaotic flow of
colours surround gigantic lips. Partially open, these
silent lips move yet say nothing. This provokes a
question: “How will the environment be affected
if we say little or nothing about its care and
protection?”

We can
Do better
Than jeopardizing
The future
Of our children
And grandchildren.
One response to the call to ‘do better’ is escapism,
dreaming when things seem difficult or impossible.
A dream tree stands in a diffuse background of
glowing lights and colours. With reddish bark
peeling from its smooth surface, it is exposed and
vulnerable. Does the dream scene offer us pause and
comfort with its soft colours and muted lighting?

Top: Drift
Right: Our Lips Move But We Say Nothing
Above: Dream Tree
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We can
Do better
With what
Is precious
And what little is left.
In this monochromatic image with a solid blue
horizon, flat areas of grass and clearings are outlined
in eerie trims of light. A few trees appear in the
foreground. As we ponder the barren landscape,
we might ask: ”How long will it take to restore the
landscape? What can be done to ensure greater care
and protection of forests in the future?

“WHAT CAN BE DONE TO ENSURE GREATER CARE AND PROTECTION OF
FORESTS IN THE FUTURE”?

Images This Page, Top to Bottom:
Clearance,
Creating the Forest and the Sky

We can
Do better
I know
We can.
A supernatural bird breathes life into the Earth, creating a ‘forest with
a sky’. Low lying hills and mountains appear in black and green; one is
tipped with red as the spirit bird spills red from its beak in a ‘sunrise of
hope and new creation’. Is this the promise of a new beginning?
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Do much better.

We can
Do better
Do better

What could be more glorious than a sacred tree
enshrined within a rhythmic diamond pattern of
asymmetrical rainbow colours? A white, silhouetted
tree glows at the center of graduated colours. In
another scene of ‘glorious green’, bright vertical,
asymmetrical colours shelter mosses, mushrooms,
and a myriad of life, expressing hope and rejuvenation for the ‘land of falling forests’.

In a tribute to trees called ‘Green Gold’, in Zuk
and Ahmed (2020), Afrose Ahmed pens her poetic
thoughts about the precious treasure of trees:

“all the edges of every green
there is gold, unmined unseen
shimmering in the trunk, under the
leaf, the dark side of the tree. sky’s
blue and earth’s tan are but frames
for the precious metal. shade not
silver, not quite yellow
I wish for all your children robes
of emerald embroidered in gold
a wealth that grows only if it is left in the ground”
(p. 163).

SUMMARY
The concept of falling trees is summarized in a presentation of articulated
wooden blocks arranged in a variety of leaning and falling positions.
They exemplify imbalance and express how old growth forests are being
destroyed.
Top Left to Right:
Enshrined
Glorious Green

For more insights into logging old growth forests, watch the film On the
verge (2020).
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Images This Page,
Clockwise from Top
Left:
Leaning,
Falling
Falling Leaves

FURTHER THOUGHTS
In developing an art curriculum, several questions are
important: When should the study of ecological issues begin?
How much time should be devoted to these issues? The
answers are deceptively simple and yet incredibly challenging
when it comes to implementation. Studies should begin as
early as possible, from preschool or kindergarten. There is
opportunity at every grade level to develop a greater awareness
and appreciation of the natural environment, connected with
climate change, global warming, and the human impact upon
forests. Now is the time to make a difference.
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